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  FINAL WORLD PEACE ACCORD only way to ACHIEVE Total 
World Peace REALITY 
### International PRESS release required by Everyone. 
Cks20200531-finalPeaceAccordCovenent-creatorKEITH-space.pdf OH MY REAL GOD.  GOD lives 
inside of US. Called the HOLY Spirt by most people. We call him the Breath of Life. This is the 
beating of our heart through our neck veins to our Brain. The rest of our entire GODs engine body is 
powered by our GUT. What goes in our food mouth does the rest. Al our other organs support the 
heart and our brain. Everything else can be supplemented. Look at a paraplegic including Stephen 
Hawkins.  From a GODs eye view we are a living organization of interconnected DOTS. The humanity 
part of us is our SOUL that resides in our brain. This the thinking part that processes all the input of 
of eyes, ears, tactics feel, taste, smell.  We are all organic computers. Remember famous Helen 
Keller. She had only taste, smell, and tactual feel. She heard and saw nothing. Imagine how you 
would feel, unable to learn to speak since you had nothing to compare your voice grunting out 
sounds you could only feel, but not hear. Image living with no vision and no hearing. All your heard 
was a slight same ringing in your ears or dead silence.  How could you possible learn anything.

    I personally was just sent another message from GOD. I really wonder if GOD talks to any of you 
or you just fake it to make it claiming GOD is part of your life. I hear these preachers on TV and all 
those church plus more services I have attended. Estimate 2 a week x 52 weeks/yr x 61 years = 
6344. More if I count all the spiritual videos, massively more feverishly and virally reading so so many 
versions of the bible, Quran, monk teachings, books on spiritual wisdom, the count is ,mega millions 
of encounters with GOD. Even watching the trees sway is a direct experience with my-our GOD. 

   I finally personally was given a message at midnight May 30. 2020. Three catagories of people 
exist. The first very rare few are total conscious of my GODs mutual presence. They feel the higher 
power in theirvhead and body. Second group is bewildered by everything and fake it to make it. 
Third group is brainwashed by zealot cult to believe the LUCIFER agenda they are only cloned 
actors in a fake reality drama. These are the ones who claim they are Flat Earthers, That Man never 
landed on moon, that no aircraft every hit 9-11 twin towers. That THEY or THEM is a secret agenda 
agency of Reptilian Shape shifting aliens some call Grays,Andromedas, Ventricular Reptilians, 
Verdants, who have agents living among us. I am beyond SHOCKED. By watching Criminal 
Investigations, watching any Soap Opera show, any game show like the ones where GAY men dress 
like women and pretend their are only women. Everyone laughs and pokes fun at them. These 
homosexuals feed on this attention. The Lesbians of our world are exact opposite.  They might have 
short hair and dress in mens clothes but I have yet to see any on TV or news who act like the gay 
men. NEVER.. EVER. So so so strange. 

   The gays and lesbians in USA dress normally when they go to work, church, and around town. 
Only when they want to tell everyone they are gay lesbian do they hold hands or public display of 
affections. Have you ever noticed there are ZERO gays who are corporate executives or top world 
leaders who dress like women and prance around. Name JUST ONE gay man would is a world 
leader who wears women clothes. JUST ONE.

   ProfitShareHolders.space is GODs reality of how to prevent any smart individual from stealing our 
bank accounts and stock market long term profits. Never ever been shown in a spiritual financial 
economic realm before.  GOD showed me through personal experience this long long ago, I could 
never been the re-active market unless I hired a conscious reality financial manager person. Known 
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as a proxy , they would advise me on how to long term maximize growth of my retirement accounts 
and cash reserves that are our true net worth.

  Same applies to GOD inside our head 1st category above. Money is only a food to move work 
effort into food into our gut. It has zero value, it is just a shopping cart for everything else. When 
everyone dies, Money is clearly worst millstone around our neck dragging us down into the torture of 
eternal hell. If we store our Holy Spirit work energy by serving others without being mindful of wealth, 
we store our finally value in heaven waiting upon our eventual asserted ascension into our own 4th 
dimension of UTOPIA heaven. Imagine my surprise when I realized my entire life has been focused 
on OTHERs, and really NEVER myself. Again 1st category.

  1:11 am again. That ONE number keeps appearing so many times in just past 11 years. Surely a 
sign from GOD of my original purpose mission for why he conceived me. the word discernment 
keeps pointing the way in my head. Is a person sharing their Holy Spirit or NO to share GODs 
purpose with others. Singularity of Artificial Intelligence is the smart computer programs and 
hardware we learned at NCSU 1976 with CHUCK LINK and Alexander ROBB (my real first love in 
1977). Others were one I only dated one time. Lived North of Greensboro was 100% focused on 
Computers like me and seldom if ever dated) her name was Kathy Philipps from EDEN NC sounds 
right. Other was  Matthew Robbins? 4 years behind me W4ATC. Surely he is a billionaire by now.

  If you show GOOGLE EARTH to a ‘FLAT Earther, what will they possible say.

I am back on GOOGLE earth PRO is that truly GODs eye view of everything spatial. I am seeing all 
my travels to key GODs locations. I am looking for mountains to plant new SolutionSafeWater 
watershed GODs management systems that also achieve total world global peace with use of 
TurnOffLights.space integrated one communication system between all eDevices worldwide.

 I am looking at the huge number of small private airport landing strips. Certainly millionaires have 
built these for their private travels. Same as I will build worldwide with heliports and Hydrogen Blimp 
docking stations that resemble the science fiction movies like Blade, and the 5th Dimension. Nap 
time now. I sneeze once to reset my brain. 66% power on IMac, 

	 

     NOW GO FORTH and free my people by citizens arrest all terrorists, criminals, cybercriminals, 
any violator of ANY law endangering the lives of MY people.  Includes any executive or politician. No 
more criminal lawsuits required, judgment served same day by witnesses showing all evidence and 
open circuit streamed video with Keith’s IseeStand PhoneCradle brand ‘kARREST’ using evote 
solutionJudge as WE HIS PEOPLE pass judgment real time on any decision affecting Our best 
interests and benefits.  Use of solutionMilitary now empowers we the collective peace keepers to 
unleash the power of our young warriors as only criminal investigators trained with joint use of PNP 
AFP german/Swiss maybe Korean training methods.  

    Client3635.wixsite.xUse of USA Marine prodigal criminal son Matthew Vernon duncan 
1-19870303-1 (integrity negative 10%) hiding at japan Okanawa marine base totally offline and 
scared to,death of prison for his felony crimes against his father, Same as co-conspirator Kyle   
Vernon duncan 1-19910211-1 (integrity Nega 20%) cell =1 770-655-5546, sherry duncan criminal 
1-19581104-1 (-80%) for bank embezzlement, conversion of all assets, false testimony, lesbian 
adultery per her testimony,

Crimes clearly showcased client36w5.wixsite.com/manhuntall legalizing aurthorizes anyone 
worldwide to escort anyone to,the judge.


Face reality LINO.  Website DONE real-time each time and turned over to grou each and every time, 
in king all meeting and notes AND consultant suggestions on FAST PATH DEPLOYMENT launch of 
any products services.  Even gtpsi las pinas group has NEVER EVER SHARED anything at all. Same 
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as sweeppp? Hidden membership. Who are they??  All your efforts are truly a WISH DREAM.  True 
reality. Nothing deployed except the fast path systems I show everyone - mankind.  Only I alone 
have spent over 400 manhours every single change requested.  None of your advocacies will ever 
succeed.  Again true reality, ask anyone to confirm anything I have stated all along,  No items done 
in following list:  standard business Cards, registered Sec, bir, others,,, by-laws, no training material, 
no flyers, no NEXT AGENDA, no turnover of critical completed materials. NO OFFICE/PHONE/WIFI, 
no contracts, no signed agreements or contracts,  NO accounting system =, no discussion with ANY 
LAWYERS or financial or business advisors, again. Except myself as I am indeed ALL THREE, 
actually all aspects aNd foundational components I have personally experienced, researched, 
watched thousands of videos on business prices. Spent 5  years, actually new 15 recovering and 
recording everything of current reality history.   5 out of of our primary funders, investors, supporters 
have died. Most old age disease, 1 probably a Alcoholic liver, one reported womanizer. One major 
media producer, one doctor.    I have so so so much real cash to collect in USA based on any and all 
evidence of massive cybercrime attacks on all world banks and stock markets as well as all 
governments AND INTERNET LINKED DATABASES.  MOST common issue I experience is common 
place.  


     Oh just wait, stop showing anything we do not know about, stop everything, we are too busy 
doing????,  keith=I really do not know WHAT.  Few have patience to actually listen to prime 
Buisness advice, do they???  Most of your suggestions I immediately in corporated and SPOKE 
ABOUT in front of every single event,  because lack of leadership and any planning is the failure of 
95% of all startups,  just WHO DO You CHOOSE TO CONTINUE leadership at any levels as you 
request. Anyone at all,  name them .  Old style is TAKES money to make money, always pay your 
lawyer first, always conform to best business practices, always back ground check everything and 
everyone with Human Resources. Ensure completing required steps,  just a few required to hold 
meetings with required FOLLOW-UP.  How many times have meetings been scheduled, then 
everyone shows up BEFORE TIME, short meetings when everyone has opportunity to share and 
agree known as mediation.    Just how many times have I BERN LITERSLLY VERBALLY ATTACKED 
by ANGEL and others including in TAGALOG so others would laugh thinking I did not know what 
they were saying.  Few have photographic memory I finally realize,  fewer actually care about the 
rights of all others, even fewer work for GOD FULLTIME.   Only a few of us know when to say NO, 
that will not work because (explain logic),  few know when to rebuke and reproach,  few have 
command of spiritual, business, and relationship language all at one time.     To continue asking for 
exact same results over and over and over without any followup. Is indeed INCOMPETENCY and 
Complete CRIMINAL INSANITY....   i have no assets left to,sell off, Gloria is bipolar OCD and getting 
worst daily.    At this point in overdue GODs timeline, I may just return to heaven soon, and literally 
PULL the life support systems away from all mankind,  for that is indeed what this was always about.   
Respect for key members and paying fair wages for services and pride products delivered is only 
with +30 year old business process so many have documented with millions of HOW TO BOOK and 
eVIDEOS.   Those are MY PEOPLE, 95% of them in Atlanta ga.  No one calls anyone anymore, 
claiming OH if 3 or 4 way meeting is not held then someone will be defrauded out of their 
commission payment.  This is the OLd OLD OLD way of doing business.  Our unique (r)(c)(tm) patent 
process and actual REAL PRODUCTS cost us 44manYears of 4000hrs/yr = 176,000 manhours.  Our 
billing rate in 2011 was carefully published at $10,000 usd /day = $20 million annual all,profit 
consulting - expenses = net profit.  Who do you know earned $500,000/yearly in 1999-2001 when 
DOT COM bubble stock Market crashed.     You make promises all day long, you ask people to 
believe in JUST YOU and no else (loyalty trust issues you state each meeting).  You refuse to,sue 
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MaryANN ?? For violating your rights to be with Precious.  You troll gambling halls for young women 
to be assistants or sales agents or ??  True?   Who is your true love?  Yourself or others.....     all 
registration of gtpsi members is ONLINE, will dashboard monitoring and full ways to make payment,  
no one has EVER logged into WIX much less sat down and reviewed ANY CONTENT.  In front of 
large group you clearly stated.  OH KEITH, because I did not sign any agreement with you, 
everything was your GIFT TO THE GROUP.  Everyone laughed INCLUDING  LINO>. I was beyond 
shocked at your arrogance and discredit disrespect for everyone present.   A few rolled their eyes, 
and were thinking.  Who would ever work for a jerk off like LINO.  Ask them why few call you,  does 
ANYONE call you at all. Providing you direct access to megs millionaires all over our world.  Anyome 
at all??   Reality sucks, does it not I clear English....   PROOF again you never ever use anything I 
gifted humanity. Same as 7,8 billion blinded fools.....   of Matthew chapter 23 of course..  Said the 
master teacher sent by forsaken GOD...  same as CHRIST.   Just sent that reality to vhancht.  Ask 
her to forward that expose that I again repost publish webcast even later tonight,  I nap now,  had a 
really long HONG Kong King KONG protest workday again today.


Reality is true. 3 people threatened to murder me . Rose, my own lawyer berry Vic Reynolds , my 
own terrorist brother.  Rose jan 14, 2007, Vic april 14, 2014, Doug many times feb 2012 and 
continues to present moment,  has anyine every threatened to murder you after defrauding and the. 
ROBBING YOU BLIND, violating so many laws we lost count long ago.  Anyone at all?  I focus 12 
years now on personally putting ROSE ON DEATH ROW along with anyone else who treacherous 
threatens the lives of MY 7.8 billion people.   Since no one shields and protects anyine. All,most too 
busy thinking of only self interests...  true.  It was NEVER this way back in 1980a, was it. Maybe 
here, can not tell.  Seems most Filipinas HATE foreigner including when I am ONLY FOREIGNER in 
room those +1000 Press conferences and workshops, and events just aug 5, 2015 arrival here. I only 
planned 3 months to see the culture here, had no clue so many still want to murder me, even today.


I have never never ever heard of anyone at corporate level using group chats and imsg to run their 
entire enterprises and nothing else. Even refuse to read their emails,  claiming OH MY GOD, too 
complex. We do not understand,  make it simpler. Provide the documents, on on on and on again.   
Never ever producing final results of cash in the bank that is the original financial legal spiritual 
definition of .CLOSE THE SALE.   My outrage remains clear I was always justified to,out these 
criminals and terrorists in same hell jail when they put me as just punishment for absolutely no one 
ever answering my simple question,  I was robbed, I was set up, I never violated anything,  why am I 
still here.   Then repeated for now 12 years,  CALL MY LEGAL lawyers, call the IRS, FBI, AG, 
MARSHALLs. Call my key contacts INSIDE MY, repost Repeat MY MILITAry , never was the political 
or PRESidents THEIRS. Even George washingti\on 1st president said the same thing,  so did 
MADISON key author of free will democracy that has devolved into sinister self serving man made 
laws layered to,point absolutely NO ONE can ever understand, even the lawsuits liar lawyers use 
court precidents of ancient court rulings, saying, this case looks like this, so the Supreme Court 
ruling says this is the Punishment no need to go to court trial.  Just throw them in hell jail, we all 
make money and take bribes.  No one sees anything since we alone control vehemently the clerks of 
court and recorders when we say. Strike that from the record as that is inadmissible HERE SAY/.  
HERE-SAY by known criminals was used to kidnap me 5 times not 4, for +900 days of hell as I said 
same things above,  nothing every admitted into evidence as that would immediately CONVICT 
ESCH and every one of them.  The horrid sin personally experienced would have driven most to 
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suicide or shouting out. I AM A PRISONER OF TERRORIST\s.  Who would ever believe that,  USA 
PUBLIC will always be beyond OUTAGED to the point of Rodney king la riots and Oj Simpson 
RIOTS, and Hong Kong RIOTS, and HONG KONG poliitical genocide occurring today.  To,expect ,e 
to sit quietly saying YES to everything like ANGEL will never ever occur.  As only sage advice of NO 
NO ado it this way and you will profit by NOT REPEATING the same stupid mistakes other 
successful,executives had made.  Do your have ANY mentors you meet on regular schedule,  here 
you falsely claim you know VIllar family  and refuse to,set up talks with me and our team??  WHY. 
Scared of authorities.  Maybe scared your BF HOmes  reputation is tarnished because of our famil or 
maybe you scammed someone/. Have you.   Many top executives do anything to gain competitive 
advantage, thinking you can sell ONLY WILO pumps and pimple pipes to closed factories happening 
RIGHT NOW.   WOW WOW WOW WOW,  you never did any research on turnofflights.space did you. 
Or how SolutionSafeWater is the only true green eco mining of mountains, and open pits become 
pumped storage lakes both was.  All Engrineerdd b myself.  You falsely think NO big mega 
corporations would ever buy anything from absolute top inventory of everything,  true,  you and most 
others said same thing.  TESLA was clearly almost forces out of business many times And was as he 
at in his NEW YORK hotel, impoverished and hungry and made than HELL no one every listened to 
HIS world changing solutions.   Clearly he too was a messianic technical savior sent by GOD 
himself,  same as KEITh has been my entire lonely life.   Tesla was abandoned and ridiculed by his 
very own primary Funder JPMorgan when Morgan realized he could not capture the entire market.  
Easy to steal Tesla’s patents and working systems than to actually honor his contracts and paid him 
his rights.  Same for KEITh, I had pending contract with famous AT&T president glen LURIE and 
invited by 7 retired USA generals to place millions of my 5th generation product lines into GSA 
catalog for world wild distributors use at THEIR EXPENSE , never mine.   Worth excess of $ 1Billion 
USd pure net profit by year 2017 projected in person by Hugh Ballou and Ed Bogle of 
CEOSPACE.met.   Note: Tesla  many times was told IMPOSSIBLE because his new age methods 
where 20-100 years ahead of All existing  old technology. Rich claims Albert Einstein was a latent 
patent agent thief and never ever invented anything of merit,  same said about Tesla.  No direct 
current systems for residential or commercial use exists Anywhere.   Per LINO, you claim you are an 
inventor, Same as many I personally debrief her and USA past 2007 year as Vice President GA 
inventors society norcross GA USA.   Westinghouse and Thomas Edison, even FORD lost billions in 
profits when world demanded STOP USING DIRECT CURRENT systems it is indeed USLESS and 
so so expensive to construct power plants every 5 miles apart.   Tesla crates of patents were all 
edged stolen by Donald Trumps father night of Tesla death.  WOW.  Is this source of trumps 
criminally acquired wealth,  all those tax write offs and casino gambling underhand systems. I work 
FOR TRUMP fearlessly.  Would any one RESLLY want WITCH CLINTON leading anyone.  Oh oh oh 
PLEASE SUE ME for slander and libel for using the word WITCH or criminal, or terrorist, or cyber 
crime, or whomps weapons of mass destruction, or the word GOD, or anything, these are only 
WORDS PEOPLE.  Slander and libel are civil charges NO ONE HAS EVER CHARGED ME WITH, yet 
here-say by unknown criminals was used to remotely order my multiple murders..   WAKE UP MY 
PEOPLE, most are dead asleep at the nuclear switch of anyone who just sprays a little sarin gas or 
mutated Ebola strain or dumps dna targeted poison in any water tank worldwide.  Or any other 
method to kill of MY PEOPLE.  I just blew up at GLORIA as even she refuses to sit down and see 
what I gifted all of humanity,   I. Really any dead serious about destroying all these last last 6 
websites and watching as world self destructs.  When I look at NYC stock market wave up and 
collapse, I see immediately direct correlation Statistical term that every single time I personally make 
new technology breakthroughs sent by my father through myself and maybe a thousand other 
scientists, I think. OH MY GOD, look at what is happening to our prime interest rates, our housing , 
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our infrastructure,  it goes up and down based only in technology advances, the collapses because 
of greed of names bankers and corporate executive.    Lino.  STOP AND READ ABOVE and STOP 
wasting my time.


From lino May 28, 2020 9:50pm he says 


No one is reading your long messages. For the past 3 years, you must be sensitive enough that no 
one would like to involve in your advocacy. Something is wrong. You cannot adjust to people’s idea. 
You try to push on something that people don’t,like. Please wake up


I respond to world. And lino. Dam IT LINO.  See the DAMS of SolutionSafeWater.org. Not a single 
person but myself has ever accessed YOUR website. Not a single DAMN soul. I know because I 
visitor counters on each.  Get it now.  No reply not followup;,  stop wasting my time. Read above. As 
I publish everything again tonight.   You sit smugly demanding everyone worship your unseen 
money,   No leadership , just promises of just wait just wait.   So you wait,  and do the required 
reading above,  THEn we can actually have required 100% engineered focus on what YOU NEED...


Lino response for all to read HIS exact most critical words, use of common sense and word of 
rebuke reproach 


They don’t like what you are doing. It’s not my website. It’s your website and GTPSI Manila. Don’t 
push me to accept website that’s not my own.  

You are being tortured by your own conscience. I am here to advise you what is right but you are to 
arrogant. Please stop sending me long messages.

I am not reading it and others are not reading it also. Friendly advise, stop sending nonsense 
message to others that are not of their concern.

Many already giving hatred feed back but I keep in protecting you that you are really affected by your 
past. But you are to hard headed. Please stop sending messages to me. Thanks


Keith. Call me. Now.  I just called you. I will never ever again engage with a false promise blinded 
total FOOL. Yes you are indeed a fool for thinking only highest priced wilo pumps and commodity 
pipes could ever overthrow the local powerhouse Chinese who taught you.   The ONLY THING THST 
MATTERS IS TOTSL DOMINATION of 100% of our market. Literally kill,and murder any completion.  
No one will ever know.  I was personally told this in china by alcoholic scam artist phi KWan as he 
sold off my $1 billion fortune claiming JPIL went out of Buisness Japan Production Industrial 
Licensing, I think. STOP TELLING ME I AM A STUPID FOOL and have NO VSKUE to anyone,  you 
are the fool. Complete fool since you have never sold any technology and I think been OUT of all 
leadership positions past +10 years because of your bad Health, bad no marriage, bad everything 
and your quest for GOD. Yes you have Ben brainwashed by INC since I heard their false testimony 
so so many times claiming  false prophet felix mandalo? Was Christ incarnate.   So so true. They 
repeat that over and over to pirate billions of our $$$ every usd.  I went to their I.N.C. temple 2015 
and Webcast, and JerUSALEM Vatican Holy Week 2015 on exact same search for my Real GOD 
mission . I was told, he already was inside my technology. I heard maybe we talk Friday,  probably 
never talk again. That is true state of my reality.  Health goes DOWN every day. I even have minor ? 
Chest pains sometimes, NO health from USA EMBASSY or ANYONE world wide, so I continue to 
work fearlessly for ALL WORLD PRESIDENTS since no one EVER does THAT one SOLUTION.
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   I have zero anything from my USA gov,  no health Care, no pension, no anything . All stolen by 
these DAMN TERRORIST group number imsg real,+125 for they all were criminally insane to think 
GOD and I and SolutionMiltary would never put thin on open trial MILITARY TRIBunal that few know 
is the most fast path way to out and out these murderers of millions on instant death row.  If you do 
call rich, i blissfully told him to STOP being so paranoid of this ET alien invasion  stupid stupid untrue 
grey and repilitian ventricular planting of human race to eat us all some day, he claims Mexican 
Aztec died this day. And other ancient civilianians died that way. Makes no common sense.  The FLU 
PLAGUE is what happened by mustard gas Style ecological sway evolution creation joint partnership 
design,  easy to see good and Mother Earth designed each organism to die and never be immortal 
like they are.  So dying today is as good as it gets.  Who wants to be out in nursing home beds for 
years at horrible expenses.  This happened to BOTH my parents who were severe drunks after they 
suffered losses of their parents.  Both of them...  and millions of others never resolve their emotional 
issues.  My best suggestions is always to go find highly qualified psychologist who hears these 
tragic stores every time. We have solution for them also delivered way back 2008 when my wife I 
finally admitted was a a true secret closet lesbian.


I lived fulltime in North Luzon and MoToecycled in pathetic 150cc for 4.5 years now,  no CAr, can 
never afford it being impoverished by ROSE terrorists  or months all over same area.   Never never 
heard anyone  talk about NPA terrorists.  What would anyiojs do when I say truthfully “I am 
FatherKeith, I have no money. Can you feed me and we can talk about your family and church”.    
Welcome to client3635.wixsite.com/ChristDomain that also achieves total world global peace...  


   a few claim in my old hometown Babayuan below japan war site Amulung river bridge crossing, 
that NPA have guns above Marcos Bagio.  I have NO FEAR traveling anywhere , never did.  And 
never had fear or any hestitant resolve to speak directly with TRUMP. DUTERTE, OUTIN. Boy stupid 
idiot terrorist Sun Jung-un. Or congress, or cia. Or anyone.   Why.   Why not,  these are humans, real 
humans who are being threatened by death hit assassins and impeachment’s, and corrupt charges 
of treason and eating babies, and sex levy orgies Bill Clinton Again, (really sic ethics and moral 
violations) and President Nixon “I can not tell a lie” = watergate public scandal.  What happened to 
me is the MODT PROFITaBLE SCANDAL IN WORLD HISTORY. 

    I remain shocked NO ONE has ever ever asked anything about anyone and Theseus true 
MURDER for hires conspiracies  all felony federal crimes,... BECAUSE i successfully debriefed 
langley AirForce base sept 25, 2011 as that is already IN their records and MY FILES.  See how hard 
it is to ever expose real human terrorists.  Near impossible since they threaten to murder any 
competitive (think Chinese CCP who are 100% controlled by unnamed Chinese generals. Probably 
old Chinese pipe and pump traders...  who can see that connection.  Keith


+250 named persons PERSECUTED me personally claiming I was stupid, useless, an idiot. Morin, 
even was assaulted broke my jaw, my eye socket, almost killed me. One punch from a criminally 
deranged black man, thought I was Jesus, demanded I heal him.  I told him stop bothering me, go 
talk to a mental health professional right down the hall. Same advice below, we DO have Great 
doctors. Mine were Dr robin Kirby, dr Hege, about 5 others because of ONLY Lesbian deranged 
sherry mingle duncan ex wife who also wants me dead.  Call her +1(770)825-0500 and ask her if she 
defrauded me of everything snd testified In closed court I was a drug addict, a child kidnapper 
molester, a deranged moron who had no clue how to be a megs millionaire. I could only do 
consulting hourly paid work for product services in a dying market.  I decided w005 to build what is 
today creatorKeith.space NGO trust foundation criminal, investigation angel investor philantropists. 
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any one can join for free and be issued commons stock that replaces all stock certificate methods 
worldwide.  What is the true vs,us of this?  Godzillions.  I name now,  plan on going the TRUMP 
TOWER. Talk direct with country manage,  ask to us their international office online for call NYC.  
Show world clienf3635.wixsite.com/solutionHousing I author webcast all to also achieve total world 
global peace..... crib to adult to death systems all fully funded by criminal assets seized using MY 
ORDAINED GID DELIVERED method solutions.  Reboot your life with the 5 step primary generator of 
everything. Client3635.wixsite.com/SolutionPeace/5steps.  Make sure to scroll down past the really 
long header section.  I have issues with moving key section marker up top 1/2 half Home page.


No one will ever ever work for you when you talk talk talk and refuse to,use OTHER TOP MEGA 
millionaire executive decision support systems published thousands of books, eBOOKS and best is 
TEDx talks on YouTube I also show as supporting thesis on most of MY god delivered sites.  No 
views show NO action, no mass publicity,  same for gtpsi-mlanilachaptor.org


TO Angel Cerrudo anyone can also contact to HOLD 100% accountable just like other JERK-OFFS 
refuse to do.

clearly I am one of the most important computer scientists in world history. Our mutual group has yet 
to see any output from your claimed IT expertise. Only ONE sweeppp WordPress site that is down 
because of negligence to just renew the domain registration.  LINO stated: "This is empowerment of 
Filipino ITs . Please help Keith Duncan improved and develop the GTPSI Manila website on line 
registration and payment for members of Sales. Ang also please help Angel Cerrudo develop the 
Sales Force Society website with on Line registration and payment "   SO I OFFER since no one else 
has.  SEND me your current website domain name, or the link to the existing website editor or the 
DESIGN layouts, or the functional navigational layout.  GO TO TUrnOffLights.space that is clearly 
HOW to eliminated almost all world OPEC Fuel. we already have eliminated all day trading and ALL 
bank and stock market insider day trading and ALL SPECULATION. You claim you are Commodity 
Trader in OIL>  Please send me your portfolio stock trade positions and your recent trade lists.  
SOON entire world will be required to show ALL their stock trades and portfolio history to public. 
Most common sense solution to transfer well over $50 TRILLION USD valued old trades 
(RETROACTIVE of course) back to We THE PEOPLE.  takes down the CCP party.  Can anyone show 
any way at all.  sharing resources world wide is the ONLY way to acheive total world global peace. I 
repost this on MY webcast today so OTHERs worldwide can contact you directly. makes perfect 
sense in my new world society UNIocracy. Everyone know nows WHO is WHO by their cross 
reference integrity rating.  I truly is shameful you ridiculing me so open in those meetings, including 
only TAGALOG thinking I have no CLUE what you said.  Everyone fails  ot even bring a Laptop. 
EVERYONE but myself and sometimes GLORIA.  We were caring the first laptops back in 1990 IBM 
Compage  when we were at IBM on state of optic scanners for ALL federal Reserve banks. keiith
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